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From the Editor

In the Midst of Change

Stacy Ward

EDITOR IN CHIEF
stacy@feda.com

L

et’s have a conversation.
Surely, we’re due considering
the level of uncertainty that’s
overtaken our industry. There’s an
uncomfortable sense of unease working
its way through our channel that’s
become even more pervasive ever since
Amazon’s Dan Park headlined a panel
discussion at the NRA Show earlier
this year. Now, some FEDA distributors
are trying to figure out how to work
with a manufacturer that’s become a
competitor, while others have decided
to partner with suppliers that share
their views on how to go to market.
In the meantime, everyone—
distributor, manufacturer, rep and
intrigued observer—is wondering
about the end game and contemplating
trigger words like disintermediation
and demand creation while working
through their own contingency plans.
This is the backdrop for the November/
December issue of News & Views, aptly
themed “Revolution or Evolution?”
What should be the distributor
response when a manufacturer decides
to gravitate toward an alternative
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route to the end user? In speaking with several distributors, within and outside
of our industry, many say distributors should most certainly stand up for the
value they provide in the channel. But, then there are others who see disruption
as an unstoppable force of change motivated by economics and the customer’s
insatiable appetite for more, greater and faster. It’s a challenge to the traditional
model of distribution, but a phenomenon that innovators can overcome by
leveraging their position in the value chain and becoming an indispensable
partner in both the customer’s and the manufacturer’s eyes. At least, that’s what
the experts are saying. As the publisher of Modern Distribution Management Tom
Gale put it in a recent conversation when referring to a Walmart slogan, “You
can’t out-Amazon Amazon but you can out-distributor Amazon.”
And where do competing manufacturers stand? They smell an opportunity to do
business with likeminded distributors.
How have distributors in other industries handled similar change? What are
FEDA distributors doing to differentiate themselves? And what about the expert
opinion? These are a few of the questions we’ve set out to answer in this issue of
News & Views.
Speaking of News & Views, as you flip through the pages of this issue, you’ll
notice several changes. Most notably the cover, which highlights an industry
standout and will do so in future issues. For our first, we chose Melting Pot
franchisee Cory Wagner. He’s got some interesting thoughts on the morphing act
he’d like to see distributors undergo to proactively respond to his change.
Customers should be part of the discussion, so expect to see more articles
in News & Views that express their point of view, their challenges and their
expectations. To quote Chris Brown, a longtime owner of a lighting distributor
featured in the “Looking at the Big Picture” article, “If a distributor has added
clear, provable value to the customer—and has stayed relevant in the selling
equation—the smart, well-informed customer is the distributor’s best ally in
preventing disintermediation.”
The change we’re most proud of is the overhaul of our content. As noted in the
table of contents, every issue will be driven by a theme, “Stronger Together,” “The
Critical Link,” “Generation Next,” and “Designed to Win.” Each is an extension of
FEDA’s new strategic plan and reflects the Association’s focus on advocacy and
engaging the next generation of foodservice equipment professionals.
Look for News & Views to play a more prominent role in elevating the
distributor’s role in the channel. We will address what’s top of mind in the
distribution community and facilitate the discussion around pivotals like direct
selling. Showcase the next generation of thought leaders and serve as a platform
to promote channel unity and collaboration.
Expect to hear more from focus group leaders and committee leaders. They will
be frequent contributors. Columns and articles will no longer jump to the back
of the magazine but will appear on consecutive pages for a more user-friendly
read. The design is more sleek, simplistic and modern, which are all changes for
the better. We look forward to your feedback and any thoughts you would like
to share on doing business in the midst of this era of complicated change. Please
send your comments to stacy@feda.com and help us move the dialogue forward. ■
See page 50 for FEDA’s Strategic Vision and Mission
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President’s Message

The Law of Perpetual Change Creates New Opportunities

Joe Schmitt

PRESIDENT, FEDA

President, Rapids Wholesale Equipment
jaschmitt@rapidwholesale.com

T

he news of Middleby’s
acquisition of QualServ has
created a lot of concern in
the channel. Questions loom large
about the impact it will have on the
traditional model of distribution and
how the rest of the manufacturing
community will respond. No, it’s
not consistent with the norms of
our channel but it supports the law
of perpetual change and creates
new opportunities (externally and
internally) for every member of
FEDA to re-evaluate their go-tomarket strategy and consider the role
technology and innovation will play in
moving the value proposition forward.
Now is the time to identify likeminded
suppliers that are willing to collaborate
and engage in frank conversations
about long-term strategic goals.
Manufacturers that have
acknowledged the value the distributor
brings to the channel are critical
to the success of FEDA members,
just as it is equally important for
FEDA members to support those
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manufacturers. Manufacturers
To survive change, distributors
choose to go through the distributor
and manufacturers must learn
to introduce their products to the
to identify impending change.
market because of the infrastructure,
services and support the distributor
provides to the end user. In essence,
it is best for the customer and it is mutually beneficial, in terms of economics,
for the manufacturer. Yes, you can seek a cheaper alternative and eliminate the
distributor but you cannot eliminate the work they perform. Distributors and
manufacturers that recognize and embrace the opportunity to work in unison to
serve the customer can be the next disruptors.
Our customers demand the best possible solutions for their individual
operational and financial needs and, as distributors, we offer choice and selection.
Whether it be brand preference, efficiency-driven, price performance or some
other metric they have in mind, our design team, sales force, e-commerce
platform or catalog fulfills the role of creating choice for our customers. Granted,
consolidation of suppliers has certainly made “single brand” closer to a reality, but
we are several years from one brand being able to successfully meet all the needs
of a customer.
The reality is that there will be more challenges ahead and we need to prepare
ourselves for more change, disruption and angst, according to findings by Mike
Marks, Tim Horan and Mike Emerson of the Indian River Consulting Group. In
their book Working at Cross-Purposes: How Distributors and Manufacturers Can
Manage Conflict Successfully,” the trio proposes that the days of win-win for
distributors and manufacturers are gone due, in large part, to the fact that the
paths to profit and growth for each differs.
Gaining ground, they assert, is contingent on mastering two laws. First,
is the “Law of Legitimate Cross Purposes.” Accepting that channel partners
may not always be in lockstep when it comes to what the other party needs to
achieve economic success is a critical first step. The challenge is getting over
the discomfort of discussing where our paths part. It’s much easier to talk
about issues where there’s alignment. Those parties that begin to have the hard
conversations and try to find middle ground sooner rather than later will separate
themselves from the pack. It can be done.
The second law is the “Law of Perpetual Change.” Reflective of the everchanging economic climate, distributor-manufacturer relationships are always
changing. To survive change, distributors and manufacturers not only must learn
to identify impending change, they also must learn to work together to manage
change by implementing appropriate change initiatives. In other words, that
means resisting the urge to work on short-term solutions. On the surface, they
may save you from short-term profit hits but, as the book suggests, appeasement
is the equivalent of death by 1,000 paper cuts.
While it may sound trite, the distributor-manufacturer relationship, much
like a marriage, requires some very difficult conversations if it is to endure. My
suggestion is that we use the upcoming E&S Industry Summit to continue the
dialogue. ■
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Industry Insights

Fighting the Digital Disruption War: The Next Distribution Model

Thomas P. Gale

CEO
Modern Distribution Management
www.mdm.com

R

emember the turbulent old
days, back in the late 1990s,
when Y2K was going to bring
down your business overnight? And, if
you survived it, there was the threat of
being disintermediated by a dot-com
online storefront. Life is much simpler
now, right? Ha! Back then, threats were
framed around e-catalogs and large
national distributors with the capacity
to invest in these channels to create a
competitive advantage. But other than
new forms of digital (Amazon) and new
nontraditional competitors, is it really
that different?
From the nature of mergers-andacquisitions activity to the way
manufacturer-distributor-customer
relationships are defined today, digital
disruption is fundamentally changing
the competitive dynamics of wholesale
distribution. But after 30 years of
observing the 19 major product sectors
and many more subsectors of this
$5 trillion industry, I think there’s a
critical perspective all FEDA members
should keep top of mind.
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None of the current distribution
Competitive advantage in the
model disruptors, largely driven by
future will be defined more by
digital, effectively attack the core
how distributors sell rather
value localized distribution has
always brought to the market, namely
than how effectively they
the ability to meet the time-sensitive
buy. That’s a leap for many
needs of customers in the selection
companies to make, but one
and application of process-specific
supplies. Differentiation comes in
that will shape EBITDA and
the form of customized solutions
success.
that range from low-tech, highlyqualitative personal relationships
to high-tech just-in-time supply
systems that require deep knowledge of complex product and customer variables.
Relationship and customer knowledge is critical.
The real threat today is that the traditional outside sales model—the
foundation of every distribution sector—has not changed and has been disrupted
by the shift of customer expectations and more price-competitive selling models.
Distributors have historically been response-driven, and thus focused on buying
more effectively to generate profit. But, multiyear slow-growth economic
conditions call for much stronger demand-creation skills. Most distributors and
manufacturers are still focused on the traditional sales model.
What’s changed is the critical need to develop a more proactive, lower-cost
selling model to target new customers and markets, along with a changing
mindset that no longer expects the old model to be the stable revenue stream
of yesteryear. Competitive advantage in the future will be defined more by how
distributors sell rather than how effectively they buy. That’s a leap for many
companies to make, but one that will shape EBITDA and success.
Regardless of position in the channel, profitability is a more elusive target today
and requires a more agile and lean multichannel selling model, one that fully
leverages customer relationships and an efficient approach to the new ways they
want to interact. You can’t apply a cookie-cutter approach to these new hybrid
B2B distribution channels and cling to what used to work in B2B. Exhibit A is
the thorny and often dysfunctional structure of rebate programs. That ship is
springing leaks as all markets become increasingly more commoditized.
There’s also the risk of getting too carried away with technology or competitors.
Stray too far from the underlying business model and leaner cost structures
necessary to compete in this digitally-disruptive environment, and you can lose
sight of the evolving needs of your customers. That’s when you get to the point of
winning certain battles but ultimately losing the deeper relationship war.
There’s a meme bouncing around the Internet that’s attributed to a Walmart
banner that hung at its headquarters many years ago. It read something like this:
“You can’t out-Amazon Amazon.” Great advice! But if you proactively build a
strong strategy and leaner model from your core strengths, you can out-distribute
and out-compete any type of competitor. ■
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Mission Forward

FEDA is Evolving, Too

We also have created three new committees—finance, audit and compensation—to
ensure that board members have a more active role in overseeing FEDA’s legal, financial,
and mission responsibilities. Each board member will be asked to serve on at least one
of the three and will meet regularly throughout the year.
In response to feedback on the need to strengthen FEDA’s voice and engage more
young professionals, board members also will be asked to serve on one of two new
member leadership councils, FEDA’s Dealer Advocacy Council and the Young Industry
Leaders Council.
Lastly, another change in governance involves the titles of the board’s oﬃcers. To
better reflect governance, not operational roles, their titles will be chairman, vice
chairman, secretary-treasurer, and past chairman. Keeping in line with the change, my
role as CEO has changed as well. Formerly named executive vice president, the CEO
will act as the non-voting oﬃcer for the corporation and be responsible for managing
FEDA’s operations.

Tracy Mulqueen
CEO, FEDA

tracy@feda.com

S

ince stepping in the role of chief
executive oﬃcer, I’ve had many
conversations with various FEDA
members about the distributor’s role in
the channel and expectations moving
forward. Distributors of all sizes, and
business models, have expressed concerns
over the channel conflict that’s surfaced
within the last few months and everyone
is talking about the wave of disruption
we’re experiencing as an industry.
The first thing I’d like you to know is
that I’m listening, and your executive
committee is listening and understands
that FEDA must change in order to
effectively respond. To that end, we’ve
begun the hard work that comes with
progress. Over the past six months,
the executive committee and board
of directors have restructured the
Association’s leadership and management
roles to help the board and staff operate
more eﬃciently on your behalf. Instead
of once a year, now the board will start
meeting four times a year to assess FEDA’s
progress toward its strategic and financial
goals and ensure that it is operating at the
highest level possible for its members.
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Association Staff Moving in New Directions
After operating for more than 30 years as an association focused primarily on yearround convention planning, FEDA’s operations are now moving in a new direction. Staff
and resources have been restructured to provide continued convention support, but also
to provide new support for the broad range of work outlined in FEDA’s new strategic
plan.
Former News & Views editor Stacy Ward has been promoted to help oversee industry
research projects on behalf of the Association, as well as to coordinate education and
training programs for the membership. Stacy’s new title is director of Programs and
Research and she also will serve as the editor in chief of News & Views. As you read in
her first column at the beginning of this issue, News & Views is now supported by an
editorial calendar that focuses on FEDA’s strategic goals. Please see Publications at feda.
com for the full 2018 News & Views editorial calendar.
In addition, the Association has a new meeting and event planner, Erin Bedell, who
is charged with enhancing and growing FEDA’s annual conference and new year-round
meetings and events. Erin’s first large project has been to work with her counterparts
at NAFEM and CFESA to plan and present the groups’ first joint conference, The Future
Starts Here: E&S Industry Summit, in March 2018. For conference information, please
contact Erin at erin@feda.com.
Long-time employees Rosie Montanez and Adela Ramos also have moved to new
staff roles. Rosie now oversees FEDA’s administrative functions, including our financial
operations and communications support systems. Adela has shifted to working more
closely with members to ensure they have ongoing information and assistance related to
member services, education, and other member support needs.
Next Steps: FEDA’s Advocacy Challenge
After speaking with dealers and, in some instances, working with them as they
processed the most recent channel disruption, Middleby’s acquisition of QualServ, I
have an appreciation for how challenging and complex the term “advocacy” has become
for FEDA members. A key part of FEDA’s new strategic plan is for the staff, board of
directors and members to work together to develop a unified FEDA advocacy program.
This process will involve identifying common advocacy goals, language and strategies
that will produce tangible results for members going forward. Look for more on this
topic in future communications and in the January/February issue of News & Views. ■
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GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
By Stacy Ward, Editor in Chief
stacy@feda.com
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Distributors Have a
Huge Opportunity to
Change the Conversation
with their Customers, Says
Melting Pot Franchisee
Cory Wagner

F

ull disclosure: Melting Pot franchisee Cory Wagner operates in two worlds.
He’s got one foot in the restaurant industry and the other in E&S after recently
becoming president of Hotel Equipment and Supply Co. in Edmonton, Alberta.
Really, there are three if you count his lengthy ties to the financial sector.
In 1998, Wagner began weaving those strands in a college dorm room at the
Alberta School of Business, where he and roommate Cory Janssen decided to take
advantage of the hype surrounding the Internet and build a website. Much of the
process involved learning by doing—as neither were geeks, says Wagner. But, they
were extremely passionate about what they were learning, which translated into the
creation of an online financial dictionary.
November/December 2017 13

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Combining the words “Investing” and
“Encyclopedia,” the two settled on the
name Investopedia.com. Eight years
later, when Forbes Media and its partners
acquired the upstart—which by then had
ballooned into a recognizable domain
manned by 40 fulltime employees—CEO
Steve Forbes called it “a smart, popular
and innovative site.”
“Today it’s one of the top 1,000 mostvisited sites in the world; when we sold
it, it was among the top 2,500,” says
Wagner, who’s proud of the fact that
millions still look to Investopedia for
all things finance, but doesn’t regret
making the sale. “Cory and I were both
getting married, and having children,
and 99 percent of our net worth was tied
up in the website,” he says. “We were
petrified that Google might change its
algorithms, and we’d go from a highlytrafficked website to nothing in a matter
of days. Fortunately, the Forbes family
approached us. The timing was great,
and we stayed on for two years after the
sale.”
It was Wagner’s wife, Heidi, who got
the itch to open a restaurant. “We have
a lot of family in Denver and every visit
always included dinner at the Melting
Pot in Littleton,” he says. “About two
years after we sold Investopedia, she
called the corporate office in Tampa and
said, ‘Hey, have you guys thought about
opening an international location?’”
Apparently, not until Edmonton. The
Wagners opened the first in 2010 and
other franchisees followed with locations
in Mexico, Indonesia and Dubai.
“Initially, Melting Pot thought that
they could take a U.S. store and transport
it to Canada, and that was what we did,”
says Wagner, who took on the task
of overseeing the construction of the
restaurant and securing the equipment
and supplies. “All our equipment was
shipped from a distributor in Tampa.
Our walk-in cooler came from Nashville.
Our smallwares from Ohio.”
Then, the not-so-fun part of being
first began to converge—fears that
the warranty covering their $300,000
equipment package was no longer valid,
trouble getting certain pieces through
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THE EDMONTON MELTING POT CURRENTLY HOLDS THE DISTINCTION OF BEING
THE SECOND HIGHEST-GROSSING RESTAURANT AMONG THE FONDUE CHAIN’S 120
LOCATIONS.

customs, mounting expenses due to
tariffs. “All of a sudden, we went from
opening a restaurant to me being a
logistics guy 24/7,” says Wagner. “I had
to deal with customs, duties, tariffs, and
all sorts of headaches. At the time, I kept
thinking, ‘There are a lot of McDonalds
and Subways in Canada. There has to be
a better way.’”
That’s how Edmonton’s first and only
Melting Pot initially connected with
HESCO’s Vice President of Sales Adam
Ungarian—by Wagner “just calling
around and looking for someone to take
the weight off.”
“It was so distracting for the first six
months we were in operations,” he says.
“Instead of focusing my time on how
to deliver a great customer experience,
I was focused on logistics. Fortunately,
HESCO was able to take a good portion
of that on.”
Fix My Pain
Seven years in and the Edmonton
Melting Pot currently holds the
distinction of being the second highest-

grossing restaurant among the fondue
chain’s 120 North American locations.
The first is the Littleton Melting Pot
the Wagners still frequent during
family visits. What are the challenges
Edmonton continues to face? The
same culprits plaguing the rest of the
restaurant industry, the rising minimum
wage, labor shortages, an indecisive
economy and the push by consumers to
offer conveniences like online ordering.
Now, here’s where the two worlds
begin to collide. “We just brought in
HESCO to redesign our kitchen to help
us address some of these issues,” says
Wagner. “Every square inch counts.
How do we make the kitchen smaller
and more efficient to save on the labor
side and, at the same time, stretch the
front of the house to turn tables faster,
or accommodate 12 more people on a
crowded Friday night?”
This is the kind of thinking the
restaurateur has brought to HESCO
since stepping into the role of president
roughly seven months ago. Although
saying, yes, wasn’t a given. Yes, he and
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Vice President Adam Ungarian had
become close friends after years of calling
on the Melting Pot. Their children went
to the same school, and their wives knew
each other from past lives. Still, Wagner
needed a little prodding.
Ungarian’s father, Larry, was ready
to retire, creating an immediate need
for someone with a strong financial
background and a level of tech-savvy
to spearhead the modernization of
the distributor’s brand. Ultimately,
the opportunity to drive change is
what lured Wagner to HESCO. He still
handles the Melting Pot’s finances and
marketing but more of the day-to-day
is invested in leveraging tech tools like
HESCO’s recent ERP upgrade and online
ordering capabilities. “That’s my big
mandate now, embracing more and more
technology,” says Wagner. “All of our
large customers want online ordering

and, for us, it’s a huge opportunity
for growth. Chefs live and die by food
costs but the beauty of our business is
that most of the things we sell are not
connected to those costs. One click and
a case of wine glasses is added to your
cart.
“With the help of suggestive selling,
we’ve seen an increase of between 20
to 30 percent in what our existing
customers buy on a regular basis.”
Still in his HESCO hat, he sees other
areas where the distributor can gain
ground in helping other restaurateurs
interested in crossing the border. “I
can speak to the challenges and the
opportunities, and hopefully we can
facilitate international expansion for
other large U.S. brands,” says Wagner.
As a restaurateur, he’d like to see
distributors do more to remedy the
Melting Pot’s pain. “Every single restaurant

in North America is being smacked in the
head with minimum wage, so what else
can a distributor do to help facilitate
more efficiency?” he says. “I see huge
opportunities for HESCO to move into
the consulting side of the business and
help with things like traffic flow, RFID
and POS terminals.
“I see the industry moving so far
beyond supply and design. That’s what
it’s always been: You supply stuff and
you design. That part of the business
is never going to go away but how can
we elevate our services? Imagine talking
with a restaurateur and having those
ideas in your back pocket. Instead
of saying, ‘Hey, do you need some
wine glasses, forks, knives and an ice
maker?’ it could be, ‘Let’s talk about
your restaurant and what we can do to
improve every aspect of your business.’”
■

WHY THE MELTING POT VALUES ITS DISTRIBUTOR
Access to Best Practices
“When we redesigned our kitchen, a lot of it was based on what other restaurants are
doing to maintain optimal service levels while still operating efficiently,” says franchisee
Cory Wagner. “We don’t have to reinvent the wheel. Working with HESCO allows us to
tap into a mindshare of best practices.”
Same-Day Service
“Even if you’re an Amazon Prime Member, you still can’t get that delivery until after the
weekend—but your local distributor delivers. That’s the level of service they provide.”
Online Ordering
“At the end of the night when the chef needs to do his inventory, he can just hop on a
computer and place an order. Our chef loves online ordering.”
Local Knowledge
“Yes, I can go to Costco and order a fridge but a lot of what happens after the sale
pertains to local knowledge. For example, in our jurisdiction, you can’t have a drain in
your walk-in cooler. Local knowledge is super important, and you can’t get that from
Costco or Amazon.”
16 FEDA News & Views
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LOOKING AT THE

BIG PICTURE
What Can E&S Distributors Learn from the Distant
By Stacy Ward, Editor in Chief
Thunder and Others Who’ve Heard Similar Rumblings? stacy@feda.com
Having gone through a couple of
phases of disruption, WiedenbachBrown CEO Chris Brown has been
where distributors in the Foodservice
Equipment and Supplies Industry are
likely headed. Amazon surfaced on his
turf about six years ago, selling commercial lighting and electrical products.
Back then, the serial disruptor was
calling itself Amazon Supply but the
new-and-improved version, Amazon
Business, is promising to deliver the
Amazon experience to businesses, both
big and small—in addition to offering
installers, manufacturers and other
local professionals a platform to extend
their reach.
Since its metamorphosis in 2015, the
shipping giant has generated more than
$1 billion in sales and this past July
announced it’s amassed more than 1
million customers representing a cross
section of businesses and industries,
including government agencies, restau-

rateurs, educational institutions, labs
and Fortune 500 companies.
“I started writing about them years
ago, warning lighting distributors to
be wary,” says Brown, who for 30 years
served as president of WiedenbachBrown, a national full-service lighting
and electrical solutions distributor
founded by his great grandfather in
1913. “Jeff Bezos can do anything
he wants to do. He’s got unlimited
resources, unmatched technological
talent, phenomenal logistics, and Wall
Street doesn’t demand that he make
money like everyone else.”
Free from the grind after selling
Wiedenbach-Brown to U.S. Electrical
Services LLC. (USESI), Brown began
vigorously interjecting himself into
conversations about the future of the
lighting industry through a series of
articles in tED magazine and other
industry publications on what he called
“Illumigeddon.” Searching for a way to

articulate the change overtaking the
industry, he coined the phrase to call
out traditional distributors bent on
staying traditional, and were “in total
denial” about the impact that new players and emerging technologies would
have on the channel.
“The first wave of disruption was
technological,” Brown says. “The introduction of solid-state lighting (SSL) or
LED presented some challenges to our
existing business model. It required our
people to learn a new language, understand a new technology and to be able
to sell and promote it.”
But for consumers, it was a win-win.
Compared to incandescent light bulbs,
which have a life span of roughly 1,000
hours, LEDS can provide 50,000 hours
or more. “They’re a great ROI for the
customer and offer massive opportunities for retrofit in the short-term,” says
Brown. “But in the long-term, it will
hurt our replacement business.”

“THE E&S INDUSTRY IS NOT GOING AWAY. THE ONLY THING THAT’S GOING AWAY ARE
THE COMPANIES THAT CAN’T KEEP UP WITH CHANGE.’’ — MICHAEL MARKS, CO-AUTHOR
OF WORKING AT CROSS-PURPOSES: HOW DISTRIBUTORS AND MANUFACTURERS CAN
MANAGE CONFLICT SUCCESSFULLY
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Michael Marks

Precise
Cooking

No
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Flame

The only fire you need is the one inside.
Efficient

The thought we put into every product is as important as what you put on each plate.
You need tools that are efficient, precise and flexible enough to match your culinary
vision. In-stock and ready-to-ship, our best-in-class induction products are born
from over 100 years of experience brought to life through technology that intersects
where art meets science.

Learn more at Vollrath.com/induction13.
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A new crop of entrants selling lowerpriced LED options has been equally
troublesome and forced some lighting
distributors to strip costs and eliminate in-house lighting expertise, he
says. Albeit, they’re small potatoes
next to heavyweights like Cisco. With
the Internet of Things (IoT) paving the
way, the tech company and its peers
have been quick to take advantage of
the opportunities associated with the
big shift to LED.
One of Cisco’s creations, the Digital
Ceiling, is a smart solution that integrates multiple systems (i.e., security,
HVAC, building controls) under one
roof in a single converged IP network.
Here’s the significance to the lighting
industry: “As organizations go through
the process of switching to networked
LED systems, the new smart lighting solution will act as the aggregation point for all these other building
networks,” explained analyst Zeus
Kerravala in Network World. “The lighting network is the fastest way of creating a Digital Ceiling, since lights are
pervasive and spaced within eight feet
of each other, making it the only viable
system to act as a central connection
point.”
The possibilities have attracted
even more attention from tech companies looking to capitalize. “Now
we’re in the second wave of disruption,” says Brown. “Companies like
Cisco, Qualcomm, Intel, Google, Apple,
Amazon and Verizon are all in the
lighting business—not because they
want to be in the lighting business, but
because it’s the easiest path to the data

DISRUPT OR BE DISRUPTED

acquisition and analytics they hope to
provide.”
Opportunity for Whom?
After introducing Illumigeddon into
his industry’s lexicon, Brown inserted
another, Illumitunity. “I had a lot of
fun coming up with that,” he laughs.
The reverse in course came after
Cisco unveiled its Digital Ceiling and
announced its alliances with a growing
number of traditional lighting manufacturers.
“There’s enormous potential in the
Internet of Things and the integration of smart lighting products, but for
whom?” Brown wrote in a commentary
for the website Electrical Wholesaling.
“Traditional electrical distributors and
lighting distributors will need new
levels of high technical competencies
and new services/solutions to elbow
their way to the table. And who will
they be competing against, in addition to traditional competitors? Do the
new technology players in our business respect our 100-year-old business
model? Should they? Are we as efficient
as their distribution models?”
Those were the kind of questions
Brown was always asking when he was
president of Wiedenbach-Brown. “Our
traditional model is a little different
than E&S,” he says. “There are a lot of
players—the architect, manufacturer,
manufacturer’s rep, the distributor, the
electrical contractor, the chief engineer, the inspector. After the products
were installed, it was always considered by most of us to be an inefficient
model with a lot of people sticking

their hands in there to grab a piece of
the pie. The new players entering our
industry had their own ways of doing
business and that caused disruption.
“My response to the disruption was
to look at the big picture, freeing me up
to focus on the distant thunder.”
The distant thunder is what he often
refers to as the future trends or cues
that signal impending change. Brown
was listening when the creator of
Netscape, Marc Andreessen, predicted
that e-commerce stores would lead to
the withering away of the traditional
retail store and its eventual death. “Of
course, he should have modified his
statement,” says Wiedenbach-Brown’s
CEO. “E-commerce will not lead to the
absolute death, but I’ll give him credit
for grabbing the headlines.”
Even so, Andreessen’s presumptuousness struck a chord. “At the time, 60
to 70 percent of our business was in
national retail accounts, so I informed
our salespeople that we had two threats
looming in the distance,” says Brown.
“One was the Internet’s impact on
retail sales. The other was how LEDs
were going to threaten our replacement
lightbulb business. Well, both of those
things are happening now and even
though we couldn’t control either one,
my job was to come up with a way to
supplement the business we were going
to lose in the future.”
What You’re Really Selling
One of Wiedenbach-Brown’s strategies for responding to the thunder
was to redefine its value proposition
and offer customers more in the line

Sanjay Kaul, Managing Director, Service Provider Business, Cisco India
It’s not just business models that are changing, value chains and product offerings are undergoing change as well.
Digitization is changing industries and increasingly blurring the lines between them. Changes start with companies being
more agile, more willing to partner, and build systems and processes to accommodate that change. Combining value-cost,
experience, and platform-to create disruptive new business models will bring exponential gains.
As businesses stand in the midst of digital disruption, getting success will depend on three pillars, first getting market
transitions right, and obviously, digitization and the Internet of everything are at the front of that. The second is not doing
the same thing for too long. Companies have to move into market adjacencies and bring what is learned back into their
core capability. The third and the most difficult one, perhaps, is for leaders to reinvent themselves – as a CIO, as a CEO and
the company as a whole.
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Loved by chefs for its performance, reliability and longevity, our award-winning Thermalloy Stainless Steel Professional
Cookware is constructed with “stay-cool” hollow handles, impact bonded 6 mm aluminum sandwich bottom for better
heat conductivity. Heavy-duty stainless steel construction with riveted handles for extra strength. Two-Tone exterior
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browning. Pre-seasoned for a PFOA/PTFE free natural, easy-release finish
that improves with use.

NEW! ACACIA SERVING WOOD BOARD
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wood board ensures prolonged durability in high
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share platters and buffet use.
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of solutions. In addition to starting
an electrical services group that works
with a network of subcontractors to
provide customers with lighting audits,
maintenance plans, a 24-hour emergency service, and other value-adds, the
distributor created an online program
called LED Pass. “To put it in context,”
says Brown, “We went from being in
the light bulb business to being in the
semiconductor business. That was huge
and continues to be a huge leap of
knowledge and information.
“Prior to SSL, we only had to deal
with three light bulb manufacturers, GE, Sylvania and Phillips—so we
jumped from three vendors to nearly a
hundred new vendors with LED product. LED Pass was our own product
assessment and screening process that
we made available to clients to help
them better understand the new technology and terminology.”

Because it just
makes sense
Saving water and energy while the
operator is away from the work area
makes sense. That’s why Salvajor
Scrap Collectors™ and ScrapMasters®
now come standard with Patented

Operator Sensing Technology*.
(Also available for ARSS and ARSS-LD
controlled disposers)

*Product configurations protected by
U.S. Pat. No. 7,815,134 when used with sensor.

ENERGY CENTS
WATER CENTS
COMMON SENSE

Contact Salvajor today to learn more.
salvajor.com • (800) SALVAJOR
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A Call to Action
Longtime distribution expert Michael
Marks of Indian River Consulting has
seen similar scenarios of disruption
played out in multiple industries—
foodservice, office supply, optical,
janitorial—and often cautions distributors on the pitfalls of sluggish pivots.
The Safety Equipment Distributors
Association was forced to close its
doors in 2011 due to a whirlwind of
factors affecting its distributors, he
says. The inroads into the safety market by Grainger, Fastenal and Airgas,
etc., industry consolidation and the
disappearance of local and regional
safety specialists all played a part
in the disbanding of the group, as
well as the eventual recruitment of
distributors by their manufacturers’
counterpart, the International Safety
Equipment Association.
Slow to respond to the market’s preference toward online ordering, thanks
to a push by Amazon.com, 93-year-old
wholesalers United Stationers had
to go through a major operational
upheaval and reposition itself with
an amped-up digital focus and a new
name, Essendant. Not nearly to the

same extent, but even foodservice
distribution leader Sysco is feeling the
pressure. This past June, when Amazon
announced that it’s toying with the
idea of bundling its services and delivering food to independent restaurants,
Sysco’s stocks dropped.
As for the Foodservice Equipment
and Supplies Industry, Marks has a few
thoughts on the thunder that he’s hearing surrounding Amazon’s entry into
the market. “By now, everyone knows
that Amazon is selling equipment
online and that they’re also using local
companies to do installations,” he says.
“But what’s interesting are the installers. The E&S industry could end up
looking like the Petroleum Equipment
Industry, and I think some installers
are going to start selling equipment
directly.”
Instead of interpreting what’s on the
horizon as doom and gloom, Marks
sees it as a call to action. “There’s a
few old sayings that the Navy Seals use
that speak to the current landscape,”
he says. “The only easy day is yesterday
and get comfortable being uncomfortable.”
Need another jolt? Try asking
yourself if you’re working as hard as
Prentis Wilson. Formerly a buyer for
Cisco, he’s the engine behind Amazon
Business and its billion-dollar surge.
When asked about the ins and outs of
his role as vice president of Amazon
Business in a recent interview, here’s
his response: “The big thing I do is
focus on our customers. I spend a lot of
time understanding where the needs of
our customers are and figuring out how
Amazon can provide solutions to those
needs. We look at all the technology
that Amazon has and how to bring that
to bear on behalf of businesses, but
also how to develop a bunch of new,
innovative technologies and capabilities to really delight and better serve
our customers. I spend a lot of time
with vendors, manufacturers and sellers, because we also innovate on their
behalf as well.”■

INSPIRED BY
GREAT FOOD AND
GREAT PEOPLE
At ITW Food Equipment Group, people and
food are our passion. We believe great food
brings people together, and the relationships
we share feed our inspiration to be the best
we can be for one another.
As a food equipment manufacturer and service
provider, our family of premium brands has
been dedicated for more than a century to
supporting those who are not only passionate
about creating great food, but are inspired by
the people they serve and come to know on a
daily basis.
Likewise, it is our mission to provide food
equipment that you can trust to work hard
and deliver quality, consistent results day in
and day out, empowering you to focus on
what you love most—creating great food for
great people.

Contact us to learn more about our family of premium brands and complete line of commercial
food equipment, backed by our nationwide network of factory-trained service technicians.

itwfoodequipment.com

800.777.2828
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THE FUTURE STARTS HERE

E&S INDUSTRY SUMMIT

MARCH 21-24, 2018 PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA

THE FUTURE STARTS HERE!
Innovative…Forward Thinking…Inspiring
That’s what foodservice equipment and supplies industry leaders get when three key organizations
— CFESA, FEDA and NAFEM — come together in a ground-breaking industry summit, March 21-24,
2018, at the JW Marriott Desert Springs Resort & Spa, Palm Desert, Calif.
Each group brings the best of their own annual meetings to this historic event. Themed “The Future
Starts Here,” participants are guaranteed keynote, panel and roundtable discussions on trends,
customer issues, marketing and value-added services — key building blocks for a strong and focused
customer service team. Never before have key channel partners come together to not only take a
deep dive into issues, but to provide practical solutions for continued success.
Plenty of time has been set aside for learning and networking — key components of any industry
gathering. Join us in March for a slice of hospitality at its finest.
To register, please see Events at feda.com.
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2018 Schedule
“Bring your
voice and
your ideas
to the 2018
E&S Industry
Summit, where
you can expect
interactive
collaboration
focused on
improving the customer experience, while building
efficiencies throughout the channel. All points of
view are welcomed—and needed! This isn’t just an
executive meeting. Senior and mid-management
can all benefit from engaging in a meaningful
dialogue on how we move forward as an industry.”
Keith Kidwell,
FEDA’s E&S Summit Co-Chair

“I am
extremely
excited for the
upcoming 2018
E&S Industry
Summit, as it will
be unlike any
convention the
industry has ever
seen. In this business environment of rapid changes
and channel evolution, we need collaboration and
a common goal to service our end users. We also
need to understand our channels and respect
their unique offerings. What better way than to
unite FEDA, NAFEM, and CFESA into one Industry
Summit.”
Drew O’Quinn,
FEDA’s E&S Summit Assistant Co-Chair

Wednesday, March 21st
7:00 am - 5:00 pm
Registration
7:00 am - 6:00 pm
Networking Lounge Open
6:15 pm - 7:00 pm
Young Industry Professionals Reception
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Opening Reception and Dinner
Thursday, March 22nd
7:00 am - 5:00 pm
7:00 am - 6:00 pm
7:00 am - 9:45 am
10:00 am - 10:45 pm
10:15 am - 12:45 pm
11:00 am - 12:30 pm
12:30 pm - 1:15 pm
1:30 pm - 5:00 pm
5:00 pm - 6:30 pm

Registration
Networking Lounge Open
Individual Association Member Breakfasts
Opening Keynote Speaker
Spouse’s Brunch and Activity
Panel Discussion
Group Lunch
Roundtable Discussions
Cocktail Reception, Cheers!

Friday, March 23rd
7:00 am - 5:00 pm
7:00 am - 6:00 pm
7:00 am - 8:30 am
8:30 am - 8:45 am
8:45 am - 9:30 am
9:45 am - 11:00 am
11:00 am - 4:30 pm
12:30 pm - 1:15 pm
4:30 pm - 5:30 pm

Registration
Networking Lounge Open
All Associations Breakfast
Opening Remarks Conference Chairs
Keynote Speaker
Panel Discussion
Roundtable Discussions
Group Lunch
Learning Recap / Happy Hour

Saturday, March 24th
7:00 am - 12:00 pm
7:00 am - 6:00 pm
7:00 am - 8:30 am
8:30 am - 9:30 am
9:30 am - 10:30 am
10:30 am - 12:00 pm
10:45 am - 5:15 pm
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
6:30 pm - 9:30 pm

Registration
Networking Lounge Open
All Associations Breakfast
Opening Remarks Conference Chairs,
Association Presidents
Keynote Speaker
Roundtable Discussions
Golf Lunch and Tournament
Tennis Tournament
Closing Banquet
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Guiding Evolutionary

Channel Change
TWO OF THE INDUSTRY’S LEADING DISTRIBUTORS TALK STRATEGY

“The opportunity that many companies have, including Hubert, has been the need to
convert from an analog mentality to a digital mentality.”

— Greg Banks, Hubert’s Vice President of Customer Experience

By Stacy Ward, Editor in Chief
stacy@feda.com

Bargreen-Ellingson and The Hubert Co. have a lot in
common. For one, they see themselves as the disruptor,
both taking on the mindset of befriending change for the
sake of getting out in front of it. For sure, no easy task in
the age of Amazon but it helps to have zealots engineering
the strategy. Enter next-generation leadership David and
Eric Ellingson. They’ve taken on the challenge for Tacoma,
Wash.-based, Bargreen-Ellingson by blending its traditional
high-touch model with incremental leaps toward a soupedup omnichannel platform, while Hubert’s leadership team
has focused its efforts on the
customer journey,
job-to-be-done
and B to
anyone.

Distributors should acquaint themselves with the lingo
if they expect to gain a competitive advantage, says Greg
Banks, Hubert’s chief digital officer. He’s also a member of
the executive team hired to help the 70-year-old company
shift its perspective from the outside in and use technology
to enhance the customer experience. Last month he was
at a chief digital officer’s forum in Chicago to talk digital
strategy. Below, he pauses for a chat with News & Views
about Hubert’s efforts to disrupt its own model and why
responding to customer demand is no longer enough. (See
page 32 to find out what digital tools Bargreen-Ellingson is
using in its efforts to become a change agent.)
Vision, Strategy…What’s the Difference
A Talk with Hubert’s VP of Customer Experience
N&V: You’ve had a colorful career in multiple industries,
where you’ve done extensive work in the areas of strategic
execution and vision building. Can you talk about that past
life, the trends you’ve witnessed over the years and how
those experiences have shaped the work that you’re doing at
Hubert.
Banks: I worked in healthcare for the majority of my
career. I’ve worked in the finance industry, and for one
of the big telecommunications companies. That, probably
more than anything, was the most influential window into
the future. In 2009, 2010, we worked with Samsung on the
marketing for the Galaxy. At that time, I saw the need for
a lot of the new trends—RFID, near field communication
technology. I could see firsthand the world becoming more
digitally connected and watched it transform. The stuff we’re
talking about today seems like it has been around forever.
When you see those trends and can evolve them, it gives
you a different perspective about the possibilities. We did
that as a company and had to go very fast because of the
competition. The T-Mobiles, AT&T, they were doing it. Those
past experiences lead me to believe that at Hubert there will
be other companies that will figure it out quickly and if we’re
not there, we’ll just fall behind.

Greg Banks
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N&V: As a visionary, what did you see
when you arrived at Hubert six years
ago?

N&V: Are you familiar with Mark
Dancer’s book Getting Results from
Your Digital Investments?

Banks: Hubert is a strong,
entrenched 70-year-old company that
really understands the market. It has a
strong background in sourcing products,
of being consultants in the industry and
advising customers on trends that can
help them move forward, which fits into
visionary work.
The opportunity that many companies
have, including Hubert, has been
the need to convert from an analog
mentality to a digital mentality. A
simple analogy is taking a 45 record and
putting it into an MP3 or streaming
the music. Hubert has a great business
model, much like a 45 record gives you
a solid quality of music. The trick is to
move into the newer resources that the
world demands. So, a lot of opportunity
for Hubert is to use digital and other
tools to reshape our business model
in order to meet the demands of the
market and of the customers that we
serve. Understanding the ever-changing
environment requires stronger visionary
efforts.

Banks: Yes, I’ve covered a lot of
material in this area and have seen
many different definitions of how to
get results from digital investments
and how to think differently about
your organization from a digital
perspective.

N&V: How does visionary work differ
from strategy?
Banks: Leadership has changed
from being able to react to the
environment to establishing the
direction of the future of the company.
Visionary work is more how you see
things in the future and how you get
there. I think it’s the toughest challenge
in leadership these days. Fifteen years
ago, you could study the market and
react. Now, you can’t really afford to
do that because as soon as you react,
it’s changed. Once that vision has been
set, allowing the organization to create
the strategies necessary to accomplish
the vision is critical. It is empowering
people around you to be really good at
what they’re doing so they can develop
the strategy to get there.
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N&V: If you recall, Dancer uses
five categories to characterize the
digital visions of the distributors he
interviewed….strategic followers,
process enabler, solution seller,
service provider and dominator.
(See page 30 for an explanation of
these categories.) How would you
characterize Hubert?
Banks: While similar in
nature, we look at the definition a
bit differently and feel that we are
basically digital strivers by using the
advantages of digital to compete and
disrupt our own model. Again, we
believe our business model is solid
and it is disrupting, or converting,
our processes and mentality to serve
our customers in the manner which
they are demanding.
N&V: What is your model? And
by model, I assume you’re referring
to your individual model and not the
traditional distribution model.
Banks: Yes, at the highest level,
we’ve always known our customer.
The challenge with knowing our
customer is, again, being visionaries
to know what their real needs and
real pain points are. We allude to this
by comparing it to the Henry Ford
notion that people didn’t need faster
horses, they needed to get from Point
A to Point B faster. Ford listened and
created the car, not faster or stronger
horses.
Uber and Airbnb are another good
example. These are examples of
companies already doing business or

joining business models with the same
basic principle of the market, only
changing views of what the customer
really needs and putting that into
action. Hubert is already in a strong
position based on our current methods.
Digital thinking will help us continue
to recreate our model.
N&V: Let’s talk about digital
strategy.
Banks: I think there’s a lot of
confusion among some companies as to
what’s the difference between a digital
strategy and a business strategy. My
personal opinion is that they’re all in
one. It’s just a new way of doing things.
N&V: How so?
Banks: Think of Blockbuster.
They couldn’t see what they couldn’t
see. The only way you can move people
is to move their minds, and to move
their minds you have to evoke more
experiences. Give them more ways of
doing things. Give them different tools.
So we started with a mindset shift, a
lot of workshops, a lot of training and
digital methodology.
One of our exercises involved having
our employees develop their own app
under time constraints. Perfection
is really the enemy of profit. What
companies are doing now is putting
it out there, and then seeing how the
market responds versus trying to use
waterfall methodology, where you wait
a year or two to put out the perfect
solution. By that time, the market will
have moved on.
N&V: Did everyone in your company
participate?
Banks: Marketing, purchasing,
merchandising, sales, and front-line
people that interact with customers
participated. It was a two-day workshop
on what digital means, why it’s
important and how we get there, and
how we change our thinking without
changing who we are as a company.
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N&V: After establishing where you
were as a company, what was the next
step?
Banks: Planting the seed that
the customer’s wants, thoughts and
needs should take precedence, and then
getting small committees together to
do customer journey mapping, persona
mapping and pain-point strategies. We
got everyone involved, including a lot
of different leaders in our organization
to lead the workshops.
N&V: Earlier, you made the
distinction between business strategy
and digital strategy.
Banks: There are two areas of
digital, the output and the input.
Digitization is the pure data around
it, converting a 45 record to streaming
data of the same recording. The output
deals with the tools used to convey that
data, like Pandora. For us, the latter
is everything that interacts with the
customer—web experiences, mobile
experiences, artificial intelligence,
virtual reality. A lot of people
think digital and say e-commerce.

E-commerce is a small portion of it but
there’s much more to it.
Digital is a subset of your business
strategy. Your business strategy has to
be whole. You still have to figure out
why you exist.

is tough because you need to have a
vision into what the new technologies
will become.

N&V: That’s another theme that
Dancer touches on in his book,
e-commerce is not everything.
Oftentimes companies equate digital
with e-commerce.

Banks: The term I use all the
time is leapfrogging. You can’t just be
incremental and say mobile is what it
is now, let’s just do an app. You have
to figure out how to get in front, but
not too far in front because you can’t
launch something that nobody wants
or can’t use. You have to stay on the
cutting edge of relevant.

Banks: Because it’s what we know.
But if you read everything that’s out
there about e-commerce, the world as
we know it is going away. It is rapidly
evolving. Wal-mart disrupted the
retail environment 30 years ago and
now Amazon is doing the same. Again,
using the record analogy, many of us
could envision a world without music
being on an LP or 45 and being played
on a record player. The same is true
with the digital world. There are many
new technologies that will reshape
the business world. Thinking that
e-commerce is only digital is like saying
that record players are the only tool
for playing music. Understanding that

N&V: You bring up a good point.
What does it take to be a visionary?

N&V: You’ve talked about Hubert’s
model. What are your thoughts on the
distribution model?
Banks: That’s a really tricky
question. I do think the manufacturerdistributor models are going to change
at some point. We believe that our
vendors are still a key to the success
of our company and the stronger the
relationships can be, the better.

WHERE DOES YOUR DIGITAL VISION FIT?

In NAW’s Getting Results from Your Digital Investments, author Mark Dancer use the following
categories to categorize the digital visions of the distributors he interviewed for his research.
Strategic follower (follows what other distributors are doing but does not make investments
until they know what works).
Process enabler (actively uses digital tools to strengthen existing processes).
Solution seller (uses digital tools to put knowledge into the salesperson’s hands—knowledge he
or she would otherwise not have. Strives to get away from order taking).
Service provider (the intent is to grow by selling more services with the help of digital tools).
Dominator (dominates a specific customer need, or disrupts by offering game-changing
customer experiences).
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Bargreen-Ellingson’s New Online Ordering
Platform Marries the High-Tech with The High-Touch
“In this era, the trend seems to be that the customer makes a decision faster up
front but needs more support after the fact. Whether this is a generational shift or a
result of factors such as labor constraints, we believe our model is well-suited for the
future.” — Vice President Eric Ellingson
When one of Bargreen-Ellingson’s
customers logs in to their online account
for the first time, a pictorial history
of everything they’ve ordered appears
on the screen, along with product
descriptions and pricing. They can use
the new online ordering app to check the
status of their order, retrieve and print
any invoice. Make a favorites list for
quick access to their most frequentlyordered items and see live inventory in
each of the Tacoma-based distributor’s
21 locations. The other convenience
that was a must—the contact info and
photo of the sales rep assigned to the
account—reminds the customer that
their DSR is available to help.
Clear on its mandate to deliver the
high-touch and high-tech, BargreenEllingson has been making a big push
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“CUSTOMERS HAVE EXPECTATIONS THAT ARE UNIQUE TO THEM AND RESPONDING IS SOMETIMES DIFFICULT WITHOUT THE ASSISTANCE
OF A LARGE DEVELOPMENT TEAM,” SAYS E-COMMERCE DIRECTOR CRAIG WELBORN. HE AND AN IT STAFF OF THREE MAINTAIN
BARGREEN-ELLINGSON’S SITE.

to get the tool into its customers’
hands. “Zippy’s, a big chain here, uses it
exclusively,” says Kevin Wilkinson, the
general manager of Bargreen-Ellingson’s
four Hawaiian Islands locations. “Like
with all our customers that order weekly,
their managers can go online 24/7 and

confirm their orders. Then, the product
gets put on our trucks and delivered. The
response has been great. Our customers
love it; the salespeople love it.”
Making it simple for Bargreen-Ellingson’s
salespeople to connect with their customers is
E-commerce Director Craig Welborn’s job.

SALES REP LINDSAY BARNES EXPERIENCED A 20 PERCENT INCREASE IN SALES AFTER
SOME OF HER CUSTOMERS BEGAN EXCLUSIVELY ORDERING ONLINE.
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In addition to creating an online tutorial
to teach DSRs how to use Arsenal, one of
his many responsibilities is to develop
tweaks to address customer’s customized
demands. “Before Arsenal (a toolset
that allows sales staff to administrate
their own customer accounts online), an
administrator used to set up customer
accounts,” says Welborn, who heads
the distributor’s Online Sales Division.
“Now, we’ve equipped them with the
tools to take control of their accounts
and made it even more convenient for
the customer to reach out to their sales
rep. They can pick up the phone, email
or text their customer service agent.
What we’ve found is that being able to
quickly respond to the customer and be
part of that process often gets you the
order.”
The proof is the double-digit growth
in online orders Bargreen-Ellingson
has experienced within the last few
consecutive years after integrating its
web platform, Magento, with its ERP
system. There are two full-time web
developers and one front-line associate
committed to its upkeep, which at
times calls for a not-so-easy balancing
act in managing costs and fulfilling
challenging customer requests.
“Customers have expectations that
are unique to them and responding
is sometimes difficult without the
assistance of a large development team,”
says Welborn. “That’s been the greatest
struggle, being able to respond to the
number of changes that are churning
out in the industry.”

Conserve up to one gallon of water per hand wash with sensor faucets
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The Trend Toward Faster
Living in Seattle, Vice President Eric Ellingson has an
up-close-and-personal perspective on the urgency to innovate.
“My house is about seven miles from the Amazon headquarters,
so it’s impossible not to see the impact of their might, nor
the breadth of their intentions,” says Ellingson about the
behemoth’s imprint across industries.
In response, Bargreen-Ellingson is doing what it’s always
done. Like in 2008, when it moved forward with plans to
implement a $5 million ERP project heading into the recession,
the strategy is to continue to use technology to deliver the
faster and better and leverage its strengths.
“Customers are turning to the Internet for information,

STONE HEARTH & SPECIALTY
Commercial Cooking Equipment

Discover why OVER 14,000 OVENS, rotisseries,
charbroilers, tandoors, and planchas have been SOLD
IN 80+ COUNTRIES worldwide. Made in the USA.

Changing the Way You Cook since 1990
800.988.8103 360.650.1111 woodstone-corp.com
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pricing, knowledge, and convenience,” says Ellingson. “Our
vision allows for all of that while meeting them where the
Internet is unable to—solutions after the sale. By relying on
our salesforce to be the engine behind our company’s model,
we are able to be the resource a customer needs throughout
the selling process.
We put the best technology in front of our salespeople with
the belief that they understand each customer’s needs. This
strategy combines the scalability of technology while keeping
the emphasis on the relationships that have enabled us to
scale our business.”
Arsenal has been beneficial for both customers and sales
reps. Lindsay Barnes, a sales rep in the Maui location, has been
particularly successful in getting her customers to buy in. One
of her larger accounts, a small chain with several restaurants
on the Hawaiian Islands and in California, exclusively orders
all its product online.
“When a customer gets online and puts an order in, as soon
as they hit send, they get a confirmation,” says Wilkinson,
who is Barnes’ manager. “What’s been helpful to sales is that
it also sends that confirmation to the sales rep so they can see
what their customer ordered.
“Lindsay is very in tune with the online ordering system.
After about a week of her customers using it, she noticed
that this particular chain was ordering things they have
never ordered before. One of those categories was janitorial
equipment, which they never knew we sold until they began
to explore online. Now, they’ve started purchasing all their
janitorial items from us and it’s a weekly sale.”
As a result, Barnes’ sales have increased by 20 percent.
“Customers are going to Amazon for a reason,” says Welborn.
They want that transparency, they want the ability to see
where their spend is going. They want to see what they’re
ordering, or their people are ordering. From a management
perspective, that’s something that’s difficult for customers to
wrangle in their budgets without that kind of visibility. I think
when you try to protect that information, you run the risk
of not being perceived as a good working partner. So, we’ve
worked hard to create that visibility.” ■
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Out of the Box

Developing a Solid Mobile Strategy Has Helped HVACR
Distributor cfm Improve Its Sales & Engage Its Base
Also, More from HARDI’s President, Tom Roberts, on
How Others in His Industry are Responding to Disruptors
Figuring out how to compete in
the digital space isn’t unique to the
foodservice equipment distribution
business. E-commerce has been both
a blessing and a curse to traditional
business models, and navigating
through new technologies is something
all companies must face.
Looking at how other industries
approach these issues is a good way to
find out what’s working and what might
be beneficial to your own business.
That’s the purpose of News & Views’
new department Out of the Box. Meet
Tom Roberts and Lauren Roberts of cfm
Distributors, Inc., an employee-owned,
full-service HVACR distributor based
out of Kansas City, Mo. They tackled
the digital space with vigor by creating
a digital strategy that included new
ways to communicate with both their
customers and technicians, as well as
digitizing many of the product manuals
previously distributed in print. Their
story is a great example of how to
succeed in the ever-changing world of
digital technology.
One of cfm’s biggest wins in the
digital space was to create a mobile
strategy, an effort that was spearheaded
by Executive Vice President Lauren
Roberts. “In 2011, we were interested in
finding a way to communicate directly
with technicians and not just the owners
of our contractor customer companies,”
she says. “We also wanted to replace
some field reference and troubleshooting
tools that we previously distributed in
print.”
First on the list was the need to grant
their dealer’s technicians easy access
to instructions for wiring diagrams,
installation and other information
previously only available via desktops
or computer manuals. Also of great
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By Matt Lo Cascio,
Contributing Writer

FOUNDED IN 1969, cfm DISTRIBUTORS, INC., IS A FULL-SERVICE HVACR DISTRIBUTOR
WITH FIVE LOCATIONS AND IS HEADQUARTERED IN KANSAS CITY, MO. IT IS 100 PERCENT
EMPLOYEE-OWNED AND ATTRIBUTES ITS LONGEVITY TO A COMMITMENT TO DELIVERING
SUCCESS TO ITS CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES AND SUPPLIERS “WITH WARMTH, INTEGRITY
AND SPIRIT.”

importance: Keeping technicians in-theknow about product updates and specials,
since they are in control of many of the
purchasing decisions for replacement
parts and supplies. Direct mail, flyers,
and print media only reached officebased purchasers; reaching technicians
in the field was only an option through
a mobile solution such as a handheld
computer or phone. So, Roberts reached
out to a local tech company to assist in
devising and executing a mobile plan
that worked for cfm.
“Moblico was a new mobile technology
startup in Kansas City that had opened
the year before,” says Roberts. “We met
with the founder of Moblico, who we

knew, and discussed our mobile needs.
Together we developed our mobile
strategy, which included creating
a mobile app with the reference and
troubleshooting tools we wanted to share
and sending text messages and emails
directly to all app users, including the
technician audience we were targeting.”
As a result, the high-touch campaign
led to a 400 percent increase in heating
and cooling product sales, compared
to offers that weren’t present through
mobile channels. It was a huge success—
and not just financially, says Roberts,
alluding to a recent nod from the Kansas
City Data Marketing Association. Just
this past summer, the group awarded

the distributor its AMBIT Award, an honor that recognizes
creative direct marketing campaigns that deliver impressive
ROIs.
Coupled with a desire to engage technicians, the other
part of cfm’s digital strategy involved strengthening its
e-commerce platform to thwart potential disruptors. “With
larger distributors investing millions in technology, giving
customers the option to purchase product online was a must,”
says Roberts. In doing so, however, “we decided not to mimic
Amazon,” she says. Instead, cfm is doing what distributors do
best—incorporating its proprietary distribution knowledge
and tools across its digital platforms to fulfill new customer
demand and increase efficiency.
“There are many avenues to consider when formulating a
digital strategy; mobile is just one,” says cfm President and
CEO Tom Roberts. “Mobile is a piece of communications,
marketing, tech support and sales. It’s just a tool that fits
many strategies.”
Roberts is not only the head of cfm, in 2016 he became the
president of the Heating, Air-conditioning and Refrigeration
Distributors International association (HARDI), a not-forprofit trade organization dedicated to advancing wholesale
distribution in the HVACR industry. After taking over
the presidency, he noticed a common theme among the
distributors in the association when it came to dealing with
disruptors and moving forward in the digital space. “Initially
distributors were threatened,” he says. “Many either seemed

paralyzed with fear or motivated to do something, even if
it was wrong. Eventually, they realized that the appropriate
response to digital marketplace transformation is more likely
an evolution of their own individual value proposition rather
than a revolutionary change to sell anything to everyone
on the Internet. This has brought about more thoughtful,
rational and profitable responses.”
Tiger Woods didn’t dominate the PGA Tour for over a
decade by simply crushing drives. He had to have precision
iron play and an excellent short game to compliment his
prodigious power. Likewise, Roberts reports that distributors
in the HVACR industry have dealt with these issues with
a multipronged effort. “What is emerging is not just an
appropriately sophisticated e-commerce solution, but also a
suite of digital information and communication tools to mesh
with the myriad of different technology preferences of the
customer population.”
Taking an omnichannel approach has been key for cfm and
other distributors. So, what lies ahead? “Watch for emerging
age segment preferences,” advises Roberts. “Many of today’s
technologies are driven by the tech preferences of Generation
Y and Millennials. It is probable that the tech tools that fiveto 15-year-olds are using today will emerge into the media,
hardware, and communication suites over the next 20 years.
We have come to expect immediacy of answers, expertise and
solutions. There is no sign that this will abate.” ■
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By Stacy Ward, Editor in Chief
stacy@feda.com

NAW’s Work on Distributors in the Digital Era Provides
Key Insights on Where We Should be Moving as a Channel

Mark Dancer
Encouraging, that’s how channel
strategist Mark Dancer would describe
his research leading up to the release
of the new NAW electronic report “CEO
Insights on Innovating the Distributor
for the Digital Age.” It’s the fourth in
a series of works, written by Dancer,
chronicling the digital transformation
of the wholesale distribution value chain
and most certainly an unapologetic
nudge intent on getting distributors to
act—as in developing the much-needed
foresight to predict and pivot against
future change, and asking the tough
questions to determine if they have the
40 FEDA News & Views

right mindset to compete.
According to Dancer, one can’t exist
without the other. Foresight being a
personal perspective on how change will
shape an industry; and the mindset (or
lack thereof) is what fuels the drive to
find a competitive advantage. In other
words, is a distributor engaged and
thinking about adopting new digital
tools? Considering future business
models? Or, disrupted and defiant?
“The top measure of a distributor
CEO today is their success in building
capabilities for competing in the
digital age—those that are needed to

take advantage of opportunities as
they present themselves and respond
to threats,” says Dancer, adding that
capabilities include people skills,
business processes and digital tools,
and “are the best measure of progress
in achieving business, customer and
supplier objectives.”
With insights from more than
100 distributor CEOs, in addition
to perspective from manufacturers,
customers and a slew of experts, he
makes a convincing argument for why
distributors need to develop a digital
strategy to “carve out their space” in the
digital era. What’s been most promising
about this latest project? The big
shift, or the about-face he’s seen many
distributors take in acknowledging that
traditional business models need an
overhaul to compete against disruptive
threats.
“When I first wrote Getting the Most
Out of CRM years ago, there was a
lot more denial,” says Dancer, who in
addition to logging a massive number of
miles on behalf of the NAW’s Institute for
Distribution Excellence, is the founder
of the consulting firm Channelvation
Inc. “I would talk about the larger
threats and opportunities around digital
transformation and distributors would
say that they couldn’t see how it was
going to impact their business,” he says.
“That’s changed. Earlier this morning
I talked with a distributor for almost
two hours. We talked about their digital
marketing efforts and how they were
using digital tools to enable their sales
force. They had a strategy in place to
justify their use of e-commerce. They
had a plan for how they were going to
differentiate their business relevant to
Amazon. More and more distributors are
thinking it through and actively working
toward having an effective vision.” `Ala
the big shift.

Throughout his many years of
listening to distributors try to articulate
a path forward, he’s noticed a trend. The
ones who can succinctly walk through
their vision and connect the dots tend to
see the greatest return from their digital
investments. Visions are about how you
will use digital tools to execute strategy,
says Dancer, who defines the term as “a
well-developed and actionable direction
for the use of digital tools that is
obvious to your people, your customers,
and your suppliers because it resonates
with your company’s specific business
opportunities and challenges.”
E-commerce is Not Everything
And by digital tools, he’s not just
referring to building an e-commerce
platform. There are a number of solutions
that distributors can use to help them
differentiate: data and analytics, CRM,
social media, websites, omnichannel
marketing, marketing automation, ERP.
(See sidebar on page 42.) “If you’re only
thinking about a website and conducting

transactions on it, you’re not really
differentiating your business, relative to
a disruptor like Amazon,” says Dancer.
“Digital strategies are about helping the
customer across the shopping, buying
and ongoing-support phase. Keeping
this in mind, it’s really important for
distributors to think about their valueadd, whether it’s defensible and how
that value-add can be enabled by digital
tools.”
Seeking to position itself as a company
attuned to its customers’ pain, one
distributor organized its website around
the top five issues reportedly plaguing
its base. All videos, testimonials, product
questions, etc., on the site, point back to
what’s consuming the customer.
“They are not a big distributor, so they
really wanted to make the point that
even though larger competitors might
have more resources, they can offer their
customers a more customized product
line and the assurance that they are
focused on their problems,” says Dancer.
Another distributor wanted to improve

A vision is more of a story. It
has a plot, and like all stories,
it has a beginning, a middle
and an end. — Getting Results
from Your Digital Investments
sales results and enhance its customer
service so it invested in CRM to monitor
the sales process. Using established
metrics, it tracked the number of leads
that were converted into opportunities
and then into sales. That led to even
more telling information about the
various layers of customer interaction
throughout the company. “Our sales
process is about what we want to do,
what we do behind the scenes, and
what we do with customers,” explained
the distributor in Dancer’s latest book
Getting Results from Your Digital
Investments. “We started to use the
phrase touchpoints to mean how we can
stay in touch with customers through
digital or traditional methods. For us,
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touchpoints included participation in
social media discussions, having videos
on YouTube and getting connected with
customers on LinkedIn.”
Developing Your Vision
Of course, the first step is building
a vision, a process that Dancer warns
should not be undertaken with a
dismissive overconfidence. Many find
the task daunting, he says, and end
up piecing together theirs through

a series of successes and missteps. A
few guiding principles pooled from
conversations with distributors on how
they formulated their visions: Look
to other distributors in your industry
to gauge how the threads of your
vision compare to theirs. Turn to your
customers and manufacturer partners,
and seek feedback from within to
identify the digital tools that are being
used to respond to market change. Ask
questions about the evolution of your
value chain, keeping in mind customers’
buying habits, the role of data and
analytics and ever-changing channel
dynamics. Lastly, map out a series of

action steps to execute your vision.
There’s no cookie-cutter process but in
Getting Results, Dancer recommends
the following five steps for distributors
struggling to find their way:
-Examine your current foundation.
As a team, document your current
vision or visions and list company goals
and challenges. As some distributors
discovered, you may find that there are
conflicting views, or a lack of clarity
throughout the company.
-Gather ideas from your team,
customers, suppliers, other distributors,
etc. To generate feedback, Dancer offers

What Digital Tools are You Using to Reshape Your Business?
By Mark Dancer, NAW Institute for Distribution Excellence Fellow
E-commerce: buying and selling of products or services conducted over the
Internet or other systems. Most often, our conversations with distributors focused on
websites and went beyond transactions to e-commerce platforms providing a wide
range of information through static and interactive means.
Social media: any means of digital interaction for creating and sharing
information, often through online communities. For most distributors, social media
means consumer and professional platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
and YouTube, as well as blogs, videos, and other digital and interactive media.
Videos are emerging as an effective social media tool, recorded by distributors and
suppliers for training, sales, and marketing purposes.
Advanced analytics: analysis of large data sets to spot trends, improve customer
experience, grow sales, or improve profits. Distributors rejected the term big data
as overhyped and trendy, but readily admitted that they fail to leverage the data
that already exist in business systems and, more important, that information-based
competition is fast becoming essential for profits and survival.
Mobility: enabling salespeople or customers with software applications that run on smartphones, tablets, and other
mobile devices. We found that mobility is critical because the value created for customers and suppliers is very often
created in the field by mobile employees interacting with mobile customers. As one distributor put it, “We need to put
information at the tip of the spear, the point where value is created. If our people in the field do not have access to data
and information, they are unarmed and outmatched by our competitors.”
Customer relationship management (CRM): software used to organize, automate, and synchronize sales, marketing,
customer service, and technical support for customers and prospects. Distributor experience with CRM is deeper than
other digital tools, but many are skeptical or burned by unsuccessful implementations. Still, improving sales force
productivity and value-add is a top priority for distributors, and CRM is becoming an essential digital tool.
Multichannel solutions: methods and tools for achieving marketing or sales objectives by coordinating multiple
channels for a consistent customer experience and enhanced productivity. Most often, we found that multichannel is
a digital strategy, objective, or philosophy, rather than a single or specific tool. Winning requires that all employees in
the organization have access to essential information, especially those in customer-facing positions. As one distributor
explained, “Multichannel is about the right hand knowing what the left hand has done, before, during, and after
customer interactions. No surprises mean no mistakes.”
Reprinted with permission from the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors (NAW) from Becoming a Digital
Distributor: Strategies and Tools That Create Value.
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several questions to ponder throughout
his book. Consider these five: “What is
the context in which your customers and
targeted prospects are setting business
objectives? How are your customers,
your competitors and your suppliers
accessing data and deploying analytics?
What are the factors that cause you to
win and lose business? Is this changing?
How?”
-Share insights. The difference
between ideas and insights is that the
latter is relevant to your business and
is inspired by a deeper understanding
of the former. In Getting Results from
Your Digital Investments, Dancer
recommends transforming ideas into
insights by categorizing them in terms of
risk and degree of change, or determining
“how significant of a departure is the
new customer idea from your traditional
customer understanding.”
-Settle on a direction. In this phase, the
goal is to begin the work of organizing
your insights into a concise vision

statement—with a beginning, middle
and an end. Think about where your
company is going and how you’re going
to get there, says Dancer.
-Take action. This is a process of
constantly gathering information,
learning, measuring progress and
making adjustments.
What’s at Stake
The focus of NAW’s latest research,
is all about rallying distributors, an
objective that Dancer makes note of
in the introduction of “Insights on
Innovating the Distributor for the Digital
Age,” when he explains his rationale
for using the terms manufacturers
and suppliers interchangeably. Aside
from acknowledging that distributors
often do the same, he points to the
distinction between the two. “The term
supplier implies that distributors are
in control, picking the businesses that
will supply them with products to sell,”
he writes. “The word manufacturer
names these businesses as they would

name themselves and carries the
understanding that they have broader
concerns than simply supplying
distributors with their products. This
distinction is important because the
manufacturer–distributor value chain
is under assault by disruptors like
Amazon.”
To
counter,
Dancer
advises
distributors to collaborate with their
best manufacturer partners to improve
the value chain and consider how digital
tools can be used to strengthen the
partnership. “Customers today really
benefit from a value chain made up of
both manufacturers, distributors and
dealers,” he says. “That’s one argument
for collaboration. The other is disruptors
like Amazon. They’re not going after
individual dealers and distributors,
they’re going after the value chain—
and a dysfunctional value chain is a
vulnerable value chain.” ■
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By Scott Benfield,

Scott@benfieldconsulting.com

OMNICHANNEL OPTIONS IN B2B DURABLE GOODS AND
HOW THEY’RE AFFECTING THE TRADITIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

D

igitalization of the durable goods
supply chain has had an ongoing
change effect on existing channel
relationships. This is especially true for
manufacturer, distributor and dealer
markets in the durable goods sector,
which is represented by some 48
product/market sectors totaling more
than $3 trillion in North American sales.
Few traditional channel relationships
remain untouched and many established
partners are experiencing channel
conflict at levels unseen for decades.

Especially hard-hit is the distribution
sector as manufacturers have turned to
alternative channels to protect and grow
their downstream base. According to
our research at Benfield Consulting, the
reasons why they access the omnichannel
are many and vary for each manufacturer.
Below are a few events that represent
recent tipping points.
-New channel entrants offer new
approaches to the value chain and are
taking away sales from traditional
distribution. They use technology to

improve productivity, thereby reducing
cost and giving the customer a better
price. A recent MIT study of global
online sales found that 17 percent of the
firms transact 47 percent of the volume
and have been around for less than two
decades. In short, new channels are
more effective online than traditional
brick-and-mortar firms.

INTENT ON CAPTURING ITS SHARE OF SALES IN THE ONLINE MARKET, MRO DISTRIBUTOR GRAINGER CREATED THE ONLINE PLATFORM
ZORO TOOLS TO OFFER CONSUMERS A LOWER-COST ALTERNATIVE.
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-Many distributors are unable or unwilling to change their
business model to remain successful online. Distribution
was formed in an age when product features and benefits,
availability, and price were relayed by sales assistance. Today,
these information needs are a few simple mouse-clicks away.
Hence, sellers and brick and mortar locations, who can cost
over 40 percent of operating expenses, are increasingly found
redundant as online ordering mitigates their value.”
This will reduce operating expenses and some of the cost
savings will be in the form of a reduced price to the end user.
A good example of these dynamics in action are at Grainger.
The Maintenance Repair Operations (MRO) goods distributor
has aggressively invested in new “segment platforms” such
as Zoro Tool (www.zoro.com) which has a reduced price and
few sellers. (Basically, Grainger has introduced new singlechannel models, not affiliated with its core business, that use
technology in e-commerce, one central stock location, and few
sellers to reduce the price to the customer. They are growing
substantially over core Grainger.)
-Outside sales is in need of change for the Digital Age, as
the model of a geographic territory with commissions on
commodity products is proving too expensive. Conversely,
omnichannel members called transactional distributors have
few sales resources and minimal brick-and-mortar structures.
They can sell commodities at 10 percent or more less than
full-service distributors. Our financial models show that
leveraging the total sales expense by half can translate to a
5 percent reduction in price to the end user. Despite pressure
from new entrants and manufacturers that partner with them,
distributors are sticking to their old-style sales efforts.
-Some distributors are reticent to invest in e-commerce
and have trouble making it work. Our 2016 survey of 170
distribution firms in the MRO/institutional/commercial
sectors found that 60 percent of distributors sell less than
5 percent of their goods online. And, if distribution firms do
invest significant sums in a competitive online experience,
many can’t drive sales volume online. We call this a Digital
Washout and it is increasingly common.
There is a small percentage of distribution firms that are
growing online and they tend to be the larger firms with
deep pockets and outside specialists. Smaller, regional firms
are having difficulty succeeding online and maintaining
power with their manufacturers. We find that more and more
distribution firms are joining cooperatives, hoping to leverage
a collective purchase volume for time-period rebates.
New Channel Members for the New Age
It is a common mantra in the distribution sector that
the core values of place, product, credit, sales and warranty
support will always be needed in physical product channels.
With the growth of the digital supply chain, however, there
are new firms with different models of business that can
perform these functions less expensively, more quickly, and
more conveniently than full-service distributors. These firms
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oftentimes do not have the product breadth, depth, and width
of traditional distribution, but this has not slowed down the
end user in using their services. Take a look at Exhibit I, which
lists a few common omnichannel firms and their attributes.
By no means is the list exhaustive, as there are new supply
chain entrants that are outside of our research and consulting.
What’s important to note, however, is all of the new entrants
do things differently than their full-service rivals.
First listed, in the exhibit is the full-service distribution
firm with brick-and-mortar branches and significant numbers
of outside and inside sellers. There is a growing list of fullservice firms that build out a competitive online software
platform. However, many have trouble moving customers
online to any great extent. Why? Software costs often run
into seven figures and added to the full-service firm, the
distributor is forced to increase prices. This is the exact

opposite of what supply-chain digitalization is supposed to
do—and does successfully in newer entrants. The goal is to
reduce the cost of the supply chain while making it more
convenient to complete a transaction.
Next up are Segmented Online Firms and segment
platforms. The segmented online firm uses well-defined
market segments to shape the digital experience. An example
is WebstaurantStore.com, which uses segment definitions
of business types such as bakery, coffee shop, pizza parlor,
etc. These definitions give the user a more customized feel
and save search time by listing common product categories
specific to usage in the business. Segment overlays take work
in site design but can be very effective. Despite their straightforward appeal, they remain rare in traditional distribution
sectors.
Furthering the use of segments in site design and online
strategy are segment platforms. These business models use
a thin slice of traditional segments. For instance, Zoro tool
serves an MRO segment of small, infrequent buyers that
want a broad selection and competitive price. It is a division

DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL E-COM
Model

Definition

Pros

Full-Service Firm
Existing brick-and-mortar		
		
firm online		
				

Easy to complete
You don't have to
think too hard

Segmented Models
Segment overlay to full-firm
Full-Firm w/Segments
offerings		
				

Appeals to individual
segments-easy to navigate
and appeal is high

Segment Platforms
Thin-slice segments that are
Thin-Slice Segments
stand-alone entities but often
		
backed by a larger company
				

Transactional platform elements
with reduced operating expenses
and a great price, plus immediate
appeal to granular segment

Enhance Channel
Value
		
		

Firms who use technology and
value mapping to rearrange the
value proposition and offer better
value for the buck		

Value appeal is strong, difficult to
copy, ROS and top line growth is
good. These are easy share gains
against full-service competition

Slice of the Value Chain
		
		
		
		
		

Firms who offer a service or narrow
definition of a product market
for a percentage or reduced fee.
Marketplaces, asset management
and professional services		
sites are example.

Unique business models that,
once completed, can be "blown" 			
across large market areas. Often a			
lengthy process to become 		
self-sufficient.
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of Grainger but is positioned differently than the traditional
full-service parent.
Another segment platform is Wilmar at wilmar.com. It
is a part of Interline Brands, owned (since 2015) by Home
Depot. Wilmar serves a thin slice of multifamily housing
where maintenance crews are often the installers of products
and have the capability of ordering what they need. Segment
platform businesses are typically separate entities that develop
a highly-customized marketing mix for their customer base.
It is difficult to operate them with the same management as
the full-service firm.
Enhanced Value Firms juggle the traditional value chain
for a cost advantage over brick-and-mortar distribution;
examples include Civic Solar and Sustainable Supply. Civic
Solar serves the solar industry by designing projects before
ordering materials. They use a combination of advanced,
proprietary software and vendor relationships to avoid
excessive inventory in the channel to consummate the sale.
Their competitors, traditional electrical distributors, order
inventory and store it in hopes of supplying the installation.

Their asset storage and financing costs are high and they have
trouble competing with Civic’s model.
Sustainable Supply has developed an expertise in parts
for industries such as HVAC and plumbing. They partner
with top vendors to develop extensive and detailed product
content. Users can find parts detail including breakdowns
and substitutes with ease. When they place the order with
Sustainable, it is often drop-shipped from the manufacturer.
Traditional distributors often have trouble with parts sales
because of the small order size and numerous SKUs. However,
Sustainable Supply stocks few parts, hence they have a reduced
operating cost base and can fulfill smaller orders shipped
direct.
Finally, there are information sharing firms called
Marketplaces that develop an online marketplace for common
industries. These firms pair buyer and seller and take a
transaction fee from the sale. They typically provide the
transaction engine, post the inventory, enhance content,
and evaluate member services. Good examples are Kinnek at
kinnek.com, WarehouseTwo and Home Advisor. Marketplaces

OMMERCE MODELS  - EXHIBIT I
Cons

Probability of Success

Unwieldy, not made for
Low, as online sales
online, expensive, difficult to
grow
navigate		

Examples
Most of distribution
entities with online
sales

Takes extra effort in marketing,
marketing mix, and upkeep

High, as there are few
competitors

WebstaurantStore.com

Extra work in definition and upkeep
including management online
marketing mix. Often stand-alone
business with cultural differences

Medium, as it takes a lot of
marketing expertise but
ROS and growth projects are
exceptional growth projects

Zoro Tool and
Wilmar-Div of Interline
Brands

Extra work in marketing and often a
new firm with new management and
mission. Risky in early-lie of entity.

Medium to High — if well
defined and structured
with professional marketers

Civic Solar and
Sustainable Supply

Large investment in software

Medium to high once
established

Kinnek at Kinnek.com
Warehouse Two, Home Advisor
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offer different value-chain solutions and often have different
fee structures. Some may take title to inventory while others
simply connect buyer and seller. Marketplaces are especially
popular in communities where there are nonstandard material
lists or numerous applications requiring specialized inventory.
New models using online technology are expected to grow
at the expense of full-service distribution. Forrester forecasts
B2B online growth at 7 percent annually, whereas traditional
distribution grows at 2 percent to 2.5 percent. Currently,
Benfield Consulting’s estimate is that B2B e-commerce across
distribution accounts for 15 percent of total sales volume
but this varies widely depending on the vertical sector. New
models, in almost all cases, are growing at the expense of
traditional full-service distribution.
What’s a Distributor To Do?
Distributors are not without options, however, and we
list them in the final paragraph. First, the distribution firm
should make it a goal to have a competitive online platform of
software. This consists of the transaction engine, PIM, punchout, faceted search, and quotation module integrated into the
ERP system. Distributors with these elements outsell firms
without them by a factor of three times.
Secondly, distributors should look at their brick-and-mortar
locations and consolidate. Numerous branches aren’t needed
with today’s advanced logistic options and they are costly in
upkeep and excessive inventory. Third, and most contentious,
distributor execs should examine ways to trim their sales
efforts. This is simply not an exercise of reducing the sales
complement, but redesigning the sales effort to provide
needed value while moving away from geographic sellers
compensated on commodities. A small but growing group of
wholesalers are finding new sales roles that deliver value to
the customer.
The pace of digitalization is expected to increase and
distributors should be prepared for new online competitors
and manufacturers that sign on with them. The old brickand-mortar model is becoming pressured by new firms
with technology advantages of cost reduction and ease of
purchasing. Those who are slow to invest in technology and
corporate change run the risk of harming partnerships and
losing sales. ■
About the Author
Scott Benfield is a Chicago-based consultant for B2B firms
in digital marketing. His work and research has been cited in
Forbes and the Financial Times. He can be reached at Scott@
BenfieldConsulting.com or (630) 428-9311.
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Times of crisis, of disruption or constructive change, are not only predictable, but desirable. They mean growth.
Taking a new step, uttering a new word, is what people fear most.
Russian Novelist Fyodor Dostoevsky
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FEDA’s Strategic Vision
and Mission

The Voice of the Foodservice Equipment Distributors Association

Our Strategic Vision

All dealers achieve business success, contributing to a thriving and
prosperous foodservice equipment industry, overall.

Our Strategic Mission

FEDA provides advocacy, service and education on behalf of dealers united
for a proﬁtable foodservice equipment distribution system that provides the
most beneﬁcial service possible for customers.
Strategic Goal One: Strengthen FEDA member engagement, retention,
and recruitment to bolster a truly united dealer voice.
Strategic Goal Two: Expand FEDA’s advocacy efforts to ensure dealer
proﬁtability and success, now and for the future.
Strategic Goal Three: Attract, retain, and develop young industry talent
to address dealer workforce needs.
Strategic Goal Four: Enhance and segment FEDA’s programs, products,
and services to provide signiﬁcant value to all dealers.
Strategic Goal Five: Plan for revenue growth to build an annual
operating budget that supports short and long-term strategic goals.
Strategic Goal Six: As Goal Five is achieved, begin setting aside annual
investment income to establish a new Education Foundation-sponsored
Innovation Fund. The purpose of the fund would be to develop initiatives
that help dealers become more successful.
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